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Hey, look! Another free paper!
Just what the world needs,
right? Another half-assed, throwaway rag to litter the streets. Well,
hopefully TWISTED IMAGE will
be a little different from what
you 're used to.
I, for one, am sick to death of
"trained journalists" and "professional critics" and their ilk, mindlessly reviewing leisure-time activities for the passive masses,
TWISTED IMAGE will feature
writing and artwork from "real"
people, unreal people, street bums,
punk rockers, basket cases, creative
bastards, and inspired assholes.
Someone like you, perhaps.
What we're trying to do is the

admittedly improbable task of
putting out an "art" paper in a
commercial setting.
It's time for artists to attack!
Thank punk rock for pointing
that out. The hell with artsy-fartsy
gobbledygook and hack "pseudoartistes" who try to camouflage
the fact that they have nothing to
say with avante-garde wallpaper.
If you don't know what I'm talking about just check any cover of
"The Berkeley Monthly" or "The
Bay Godawful".
Artists: say what you have to
say, as clearly and simply as possibly. Leave the bullshit for the
museums.
It's time for the underground

media to start kicking ass again.
Just check out some of the great
alternate publications and independent record labels advertised
in this issue and you'll see that the
Underground Network is rearing
it's ugly head yet again. It's obvious to anyone with half a brain
that the corporate media is primarily concerned with pacifying,
anesthetizing, and suppressing information. If you guys are sick of
this media drivel, get off your asses and make some noise of your
own.
Hope to hear from you.
-Ace Backwords
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CH 3, Fear of Life, (Posh Boy)
I like this record. It's real flat
and round and black like most
LPs and the hole is right in the
middle so it spins real good on
your turntable. Best songs are
"Manzanar", "You Lie" and
"Wetspots." And it has a neat picture of a gun on the cover.
-Diana Doorknob

FEAR, The Record, (Slash
Records)
If Ronald Reagan talked in his
sleep he'd probably be mumbling
the lyrics to a Fear song. Vocalist Lee Ying ("The Mugs Mahoney of Rock") brilliantly captures the secret thoughts that the
corporate greed-heads can never
admit to in public. "Let's have a
war / It'll jack up the Dow Jones/
We can sell the rights to the networks". Of course you can't take
Ying literally, but I must admit I
kind of like the idea of starting
the next one in New Jersey. Fear
does everything possible to stick
our faces in the pile of shit we've
created, to snap·us out of our apathy and face the mess we've made.
Like the incredibly sarcastic "I
Love. Livin' In The City" (" ...
where junk is king and the air
smells shitty."). Fear seems to be
saying, "I don't give a shit about
anything, and you probably don't
either or else things wouldn't be
as fucked up as they are." This is
a great record containing several
classic songs like "I Don't Care
About You (Fuck You!)" and
• "Lets Have A War"which, unfor-·,
tunately, will probably never be
outdated.
-Ace Backwords

VARIOUS ARTISTS, Punk and
Disorderly, (Posh Boy)
This compilation has some good
bands like Disorder, Chaos U.K.,
and The Adicts, and some GREAT
bands like Peter and the Test
Tube Babies, and G.B.H., but
some of the others I could definitely do without. I don't know
what the Dead Kennedys are doing on it. Otherwise it's a pretty
good Brit-punk sampler.
-Mo McCord
Punk and Disorderly, (Posh Boy)
This is a great collection.
Crammed with apocalyptic imagery in songs like "Last Rockers"
(Vice Squad), "4 Minute Warning" (Chaos U. K.), "Last Day"
(The Insane), and "Kill the Poor"
(Dead Kennedys), Jello Biafra's
sensible plan for ridding the world
of excess human garbage via the
neutron bomb. Overall this record
makes a powerful statement about
the pre-holacaust times we live in.
But, like the religious freaks who
predict The End Of The World
and climb up the mountain to
await the end only to come slith. ering down the next day, one
wonders what the punks can do
for an encore.
-Ace Backwords

GLEAMING SPIRES, Life Out on
the Lawn, (Posh Boy)
The lyrics to "Life Out on the
Lawn" are nonsensical, but sung
with such passion you figure they
must mean SOMETHING. Vocalist Leslie Bohem is reminiscent of
the old Motors. This cut gets drilled
into your brain. The flipside is the
corny Qld "Westside Story" show
tune, "Somewhere." You're all set
for a punk rock butcher job (a la
Sid Vicious' massacre of "My
Way"). But no, the Gleaming
Spires play it straight, and, dare I
say it, it's a beautiful cut. However the hopeful longing of
"There's a place for us, somewhere." is trashed in the next
song, "Passion Pit," where you're
always alone, searching "for kisses
that save you" and "a door that's
not there." A totally depressing
song about the hopelessness of redemption through romance, the
hopelessness of "the idiot dance,"
sung by a battle-scarred veteran of
the sexual arena. Sorry kids, love
won't save you. This song has an
eerie, dirge-like funereal sound.
Great background music for the
a corpse.
next time you're~
-AceBac~s
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HOWID GETGIRI.S
THP.UHYPNOTISM
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CHRISTIANE F., Gesundheit!
(Posh Boy)
Spacey, punk-funk disco with
some catchy synthesizer riffs and
Christiane F's sexy, breathless vocals. This two-song EP has a certain charm, but the 12 minute
long "Wunderbar" stretches my
endurance for robotized handclapping. What can you say about a record that's dedicated to "my
doggie Ingor."?
-Ace Backwords

FLEX
YOUR
HEAD

VARIOUS ARTISTS, Flex Your
Head, (Dischord)
Three of my old favorites (Teen
Idles, S.O.A., and Minor Threat),
a bunch of new favorites (Untouchables, Government Issue,
Youth Brigade, and Red C), and
four other D.C. bands make this
HARDCORE compilations one
of the best albums of the 80's.
Ask anyone!
-Mo McCord

HELEN WHEELS BAND, Postmodern Living, (Real American
Records)
According to cartoonist R.
Crumb, Helen Wheels has the
toughest ass in show business, if
not in all America! And Wheels
flexes her rump muscles in this
great 6-song EP. Helen Wheels is
sort of a cross between a streetwise Patti Smith and an anthemsinging Grace Slick. Part revolutionary, part biker outlaw, Helen
Wheels is making some of the
most gutsy, exciting rock anywhere. This record is filled with
inspirational calls to take a stand;
"join the brotherhood of outlaws!" and bring about a new age.
"Break the chains!" "Fight for
our own cause!" "Take the whole
world into our hands!" Hey, The
Helen Wheels Band means bizness.
The underground movement of
the 60's was just a warm-up for
what's in store, and it's nice to
know that when the shit hits the
fan Helen Wheels will be leading the charge, riding high and
proud on her Harley, chains and
leather flashing, and a real American flag held high.
-Ace Backwords

M.D.C., Millions of Dead Cops,
(R. Radical Records)
This record is like a kick in the
face. M.D.C. is about as far out on
the edge as you can get and still
bring it back. Musically its hard
and blazing fast hardcore at its
best. But it's the lyrics that really
cut. Read the lyric sheet. The best
cut is "John Wayne was a Nazi."
"John Wayne slaughtered our Indian brothers / Burned their villages and raped their mothers."
What else can you say?
- Ace Backwords
M.D.C. is a really great band and

you should buy this album.
-Diana Doorknob
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GLEEMING SPIRES, How To
Get Girls Through Hypnotism,
(Posh Boy)
A great single! More twisted
commentary by the Spires on the
twisted state of modern love.
WARNING:This record contains
subliminal messages that renders
girls helpless to your hypnotic
power. Make 'em do whatever you
want. This record really works!
-Ace Backwords

SIDE1

STUPIDJERK
:25
TIME TO FUCK
:35
THETODDKILLINGS
:39
SIDE2

THEYSAYEDHITLER'SCOCK1:42

SYMBOL 6, (Posh Boy)
Gee, I don't know. I guess I
like these kids. They're okay, not
good, not bad, nothing to get excited about. Save your money.
-Diana Doorknob

ANGRY SAMOANS, The Queer
Pills (Homophobic)
I find it hard to believe that
this LP is just the Angry Samoans
fucking around under the name
"The Queer Pills" as it is far better than the Angry Samoans' album "Inside My Brain." It has
none of the squeaky vocals and
dorky lyrics that made "Inside My
Brain," an otherwise good album
just okay. It's much more hardcore and more than a little bit sarcastic. The cut "Todd Killings" is
the best song I've heard in months.
Worth searching for.
-Mo McCord
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Heartbeats and Triggers.
The first album by Translator.
Now available on 415/Columbia.
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BRAIN GROWTH
through radicalinsanity.
(This is no occuh prbq:e.)
Face the hard facts with morbid humor and
your own inherent strangeness.
Psychiatry, Positive thinkintt, blind faith: all bunk.
Stand up for JOU owa abaorallltJBccomc a Doktor of the Forbidden Sciences!
Make religion a kick-ass adventure!
Self-help through raisin&hell!
Bogus ordination, crazed book.Jet$2.
The-Churrll of lk SabGntius
P.O. Box 1403<X,
Dallas. TX 7~214

--------------------. -------------------TheBe;~:ch
·
of the SubGenius!
lmensc pamphlet ... adults only .
Makes the wcirdnt cults look tame.
The Sut,C,cnius Foundation
Box 140306. Dallas. TX 7l214
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An Evening With FEAR at the Elite Club
On June 11 Fear played at
the Elite Club, along with M.D.C.,
Free Beer, Code of Honor, Jody
Foster's Army and a bunch of
other groups. In between bands I
interviewed various members of
the audience, some of which is almost worth reading.

* * *
AMY& SARAH(age 18 & 28)
TWISTED IMAGE: How do you
like punk rock?
AMY: I don't like Nazi punks. I
think they're all jocks and they
should be hung by their jock
straps un iil their balls fall off.
TWISTED IMAGE: (Ha ha) That
sounds like a pretty Nazi attitude.
SARAH: I enjoy being the only
punk bank teller. I work at
Hibernia bank.
TWISTED IMAGE: Do they give
you any trouble about your hair?
SARAH: They love it. The customers love it.
AMY: Hardcore is full of shit.
They're gonna die. Those hardcore guys are just a joke and they
know it.
TWISTED IMAGE: Well when
they start breaking their legs
they'll ...
AMY: They don't even care,
though, once they get fucked up
enough; once they get wasted
enough. As long as you have a
bottle of whiskey in your hand
you're REALLY cool.

* * *

Interview with the guitarist or
bassist (I forget which one) with
M.D.C.
TWISTED IMAGE: What do you
think about punk rock?
M.D.C.: Punk is political, social,
Political music with a message,
man. Like Dead Kennedys, Black
Flag, anybody that's trying to
change the way people think.
TWISTED IMAGE: Do you thing
it's possible to change or do you
think these guys are too much
into just beating the shit out of
each other?
M.D.C.: Oh man, you're crazy! It
ain't beating the shit out of each
other. It's frustrated, aggressive
energy from daily life, man. You
just get it out on the dance floor
shaking. It's fun. It ain't beating
the shit out of each other.
, . _...
1WISTED IMAGE: So it's a healthy outlet?
M.D.C.: Yea man, it's fun. It's not
like L.A. where there's Huntington
Beach punks against, you know,
the fucking street survivors.
TWISTED IMAGE. What's the
difference between the L.A. scene
and the Berkeley scene?
M.D.C.: Berkeley scene's a lot
of young kids. Man, I don't ...
can I talk to you later?
TWISTED IMAGE. O.K. Catch
you later. Look forward to hearing your band.
M.D.C.: It's M.D. C. "Millions of
Dead Cops."

* * *

MARK: They're on this whole
LITTLEJESSICA(age 16)
m11cho trip. They don't know
TWISTED IMAGE: What do you they are.
think of religion?
RED GOD: Tell Lee Ving I'll see
JESSICA: I don't hate religion. I him in Hell!
just hate religious people. Religion JAKE: They're overpaid. Somesucks! Religion is a communist one in that band went to music
conspiracy trying to hold down school.
the people from revolting against TWISTED IMAGE: So that disthe government.
qualifies them? What's wrong with
TWISTED IMAGE: Did you hear that?
the rumor that Jello Biafra's be- JAKE: Nothing. But its too easy
come a born-again Christian?
for someone who can REALLY
JESSICA: That's stupid, because play jazz to fuckin' go to punk,
religion is just a crutch for weak man.
people who can't believe in them- TWISTED IMAGE: Anybody here
selves so they have to believe in draft age? What do you think of
something that's not there.
the song "Lets Have A War"? Are
TWISTED IMAGE: What do your you ready to go and die?
parents think of punk rock? Do RED GOD: I'm not gonna die for
they like you coming down here? my country. My country fucking
JESSICA: They hate it! They SUCKS!
think its dangerous and that I'm TWISTED IMAGE: Don't tell me
gonna get--hurt.· •And'.... ,.thiftk-youpunks are un-American? .
its a bad influence on me, and RED GOD: I'm into flying flags
that I'm gonna get mixed up in upside-down.
We're patriotic
drugs.
punks.
TWISTED IMAGE: Do you guys
read pornography?
JAKE: That stuffs bad.
INTERVIEW WITH MARK,
TWISTED IMAGE: Should it be
JAKE & RED GOD {age 16, 17) banned?
TWISTED IMAGE: What do you RED GOD: Nah. Nothing should
be banned. Its just for beat-offs,
guys think of Fear?
man. Its just for guys who can't
RED GOD: They SUCK!
MARK: They're a bunch of fuck- get chicks to fuck.
TWISTED IMAGE: That's just
ing cretins!
about everybody.
JAKE: They're a bunch of fags.
TWISTED IMAGE: I'm gonna' RED DOG, JAKE·& MARK: (nervous laughter)
tell 'em you said this.
TED GOD: Go ahead man! We'll TWISTED IMAGE: What are
some good punk papers?
fuckin' take 'em on!

MARK:Ripper
JAKE: Flipside, Thrasher
TWISTED IMAGE: What about
Damage?
RED GOD: I haven't see something since last November. Read
Open Road from Vancouver. You
can get a copy at The Compound.
The Chicago Offender is pretty
good if you can find it. Paranoia is
pretty hot, from Reno.
TWISTEDIMAGE:What do your
parents think of punk rock?
JAKE: They hate me. But fuck
'em! Fuck authority!
TWISTED IMAGE: You gonna
bring 'em down here?
MARK: They've threatened to
come down here to ~ee what it's
all about. My Dad's turnl'nginto a
skin head, kind of slowly. (HA HA)
He'll come down here when he
loses it all.

* * *

* * *

SECURITYGUARD
TWISTED IMAGE: What do you
think of these punk rockers?
GUARD: I think they're degenerates!
TWISTED IMAGE: Why's that?
These are healthy All-American
boys and girls.
GUARD: Bullshit!
TWISTED IMAGE: Watch out for
that guy (dodging a staggering
mohawk).
GUARD:Bullshit!
TWISTED IMAGE: They couldn't
pay me enough to work here as a
security guard. Its like herding
cattle. Some of these kids are crazy.
GUARD: I'll tell you something,
these kids are into their own thing.
That's fine and dandy, but they
don't respect people. They have
NO moral values at all. They're
jerks! They're assholes! They do
NOT respect people. They do
NOT take orders. They do not
follow orders!
TWISTED IMAGE: They just
want to do whatever they want.
GUARD: That's right, and its got
to come to an end somewhere.
TWISTED IMAGE: Why do you
think they do this shit?
GUARD: Misled. People do what
they want to do. That's the new
thing these days. People's parents
don't bring up their kids right
anymore.
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MOMcCHORD(age 16)
TWISTED IMAGE: So how's
Diana Doorknob treating you?
MO: She's got a broken leg. She's
been really depressed.
TWISTED IMAGE: She broke her
leg?
MO:Yea! You didn't know?
People were thrashing around and
someone broke her leg. It
might've been me, but I don't
know for sure, so I hope it wasn't
Fear in concert was great. They times they'll be more bodies, but
me.
did all their "hit" songs, mixed in this was great. I thought this was a
TWISTED IMAGE: That's too
with various insults to the audi- good show. The audience was good.
bad!
TWISTED IMAGE. What do you
ence, and lotsa' off-color jokes:
MO: So she's been really defear?
"You
know
what's
black
and
pressed, so she's been really crabwhite and red all over, and can't LEE YING Same thing everybody
by and irritable.
turn around· in a hallway? A nun else fears. I thinl<it's what makes
TWISTED IMAGE: Really? Is she
people do whatever they do. It's
with a javelin through her head."
taking a lot of drugs?
"You all look really intelli- what makes everyone do everyMO: Are you kidding??? Tons of
thing. Otherwise no one would do
gent ... We're just kidding."
them!!! She took 5 quaaludes in
anything. The only reason any"What's
better-a
good
fuck
or
one day!
body
does anything is because
a
good
shit?
A
good
shit,
'cuz
you
TWISTED IMAGE: That's too
Fear fan gets flashbulb.
1n the
don't have to kiss it and say you they're afraid if they don't, somebad. So how you been doing? You
things gonna happen to them.
love it afterwards."
the tao•.
got a mohawk now. Pretty slick!
TWISTED IMAGE: You and the
In
reference
to
"Crib
Death",
a
Diana says you're starting a band.
Dead Kennedys, there's an idealgroup
of
punks
accused
of
vandalMO: "The Pubescent Necrophil- •
TWOBROTHERS(age 15 & 22)
PUNKROCKCOUPLE
izing their high school, Lee Ying ism that comes . through rather
iacs." The Pubes.
said: "We think its a good idea to than just the negative that's so
TWISTED IMAGE: What does
TWISTED IMAGE: Are you two TWISTED IMAGE: What does
wreck your high school ... 'cuz obvious in the media. What's the
your Mom think of punk rock?
boy and girlfried?
your Mom think of punk rock?
positive force of what you're dolook what it did to you."
YOUNGER BROTHER: My Mom
BOY: Somewhat.
MO: My stepmom hates it!
"You probably won't be able ing?
says punk rock is good for my
GIRL: Ha. Ha.
My Mom thinks its totally cool.
to hear the words to this song ... LEE YING: You can't be all posiblood. It puts hair on mychest.
TWISTED IMAGE: How long you She's already been to a show.
but
you wouldn't understand it tive, can't be all negative. Has to
See (shows me hairless chest).
been going together.
It was New Years Eve. We saw
be whatever you believe or else it
anyway."
TWISTED IMAGE: How long
BOY: 3 months.
Dead Kennedys, Flipper, and Effijust
seems like a scam and
If
you
want
to
hear
the
conhave you been into punk rock?
TWISTED IMAGE: She looks like gies. Totally cool show.
bullshit.
cert,
KALX
in
Berkeley
recorded
OLDER BROTHER: Five years. I
a hardcore punk. Uh-oh, she's fallthe show, so ask them to re-play it TWISTED IMAGE: How long have
got into it right after the Sex Pising over.
you guys been together as Fear?
sometime.
tols. I've seen the Buzzcocks.
BOY: She got into punk rock
LEE YING: Uh, let's see, 4 years.
Clash. The Dead Kennedys 27
from me.
LEEYINGAFTERTHESHOW TWISTED IMAGE: Do you drive
times! I saw their debut at the
TWISTED IMAGE: You cor·Mab with Black Flag and Madness.
TWISTED IMAGE: When's Ronald yourself crazy up there?
rupted her, huh?
TWISTED IMAGE: What are your
Reagan gonna sign you up? "Let's LEE YING. NO!
BOY: See, I heard about Sid
favorite bands?
Have
A War" could be his theme TWISTED IMAGE: It was painful
Vicious on the radio and I went
---=
song.
for me to watch you sometimes.
OLDER BROTHER: Right now,
"FUCKK YEA!" and decided to
the Angelic Upstarts. Musically
LEE YING: He's gonna send us to LEE YING: I'm just enjoying
be a punk rocker.
the Clash have come a long way.
Russia to subvert the Russian myself.
TWISTED IMAGE: So it was the
TWISTED IMAGE: How about
youth,,Act~y.we're KGB agents TWISTED IMAGE: I think you
Sex Pistols that started it all?
_, .Fear?
sent here to subvert the American could be the Jim Morrison of the
BOY: They got me into it. I went;
• 80's.
YOUNGER BROTHER: Fear's
"Whoa!! That dude's knarly!" He
youth.
great man. High intense. Good to
TWISTED
IMAGE:
I
see.
It's
mind
LEE YING. He didn't move around
killed his girlfriend. Fuck yeh!
throw cans at.
"tontrol. We probably wouldn't enough.
TWISTED IMAGE: You gonna
TWISTED IMAGE: Why is there
understand anyway right?
TWISTED IMAGE: How long can
kill your girlfriend?
so much violence at these shows?
LEE YING: Just kidding.
• you keep this up? That's insane.
BOY: Uh-huh! Guhgugguhguh!!!!
OLDER BROTHER: People get
TWISTED IMAGE: My only criti-- LEE YING. Forever!
(makes maniac sounds)
into it and they think they need
cism of the show is that you've TWISTED IMAGE. What bands
TWISTED IMAGE: Do you think
to. Violent people come in and . the whole bit about punks and
got to get the lyrics out more.
do you like?
they say, "This is punk rock so we
LEE YING: You never hear lyrics LEE YING: Basically none.
violence has been over-rated?
can be violent."
in a gym
TWISTED IMAGE: Except for
GIRL: It's just media hype, you
TWISTED IMAGE: What about
know. A lotta the stuff they say
TWISTED IMAGE: I could hear Fear, huh.
that song "Do Anything You
some of them but most of the LEE YING: (Ha Ha) Fear's the
doesn't even happen.
Want." They were singing that.
BOY: The media makes it more
songs I'd heard on KALX. Have best!
Is that cool?
you heard the song "Nuke The TWISTED IMAGE: Thanks a lot.
violent.
YOUNGER BROTHER: Yea, if
Whales" ("Drop the big one on Really appreciate it. Great show!
TWISTED IMAGE: That's why
you want to do cool things.
-. their tails.")? "Let's Have A War" LEE VING: Sure. What's your
I'm asking you guys, so we get
TWISTED IMAGE: Are you guys
~ reminded me of that.
name?
some real media stuff instead of
gonna end up selling out just like just bullshit. So what hype do you
' LEE YING: YEA!
TWISTED IMAGE: Ace Backthe hippies did?
TWISTED
IMAGE:
How
would
words.
I'm a pornographe~.
have to say?
OLDER BROTHER: I don't think
you rate this show?
LEE YING: Print us with some
GIRL: The only thing they ever
so at all. For a while it seemed
LEE YING: This was fun. Some- dirty pictures.
say about punk rock is "punk
like it was gonna sell out, but now
rock violence" or "punk rockers
everyone's getting more down to
against punk rockers." Check it
earth. There's a lotta' bands now,
out. They never say what happens
and a lotta' enthusiasm. And its
to the punk rockers, now do
not the enthusiasm of "Let's
they? Do they ever say how
make it rich", its like "Let's have
Cholos stabbed 6 people at the
a good time and stick to what we
Mal;>?Do they even say how I got
believe in."
stabbed? Do they ever say how I 0
TWISTED IMAGE: What about
million guys get beat up by cops
············
1I
punk violence?
everyday? No, they never say shit
OLDER BROTHER: You have to
like that in the papers. Never!!
be violent nowadays, because
TWISTED IMAGE: So you think
there's so much tension. The
cops are the real violent ones?
people who aren't gonna be vioGIRL: I didn't say that. There'-ls
lent and get their frustrations out
a lot of corrupt cops; a lot of asson the dance floor are gonna get
hole cops, you know, 'cuz they
it out in war.
see more shit than anyone else
TWISTED IMAGE: What do your
ever sees.
parents think of punk?
YOUNGER BROTHER: My Mom
cuts my hair. She understands it.
TWISTED IMAGE: Sounds like
you got a good grasp of what's going on here.
OLDER BROTHER: Yea, well
both our parents are artists so
they know what's going on.
ltlfj,';;.-:;
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FEAR. (L-R) Derf Scratch, Philo Cramer, Lee Ving, Spit Stix, and an unidentified vegetarian.

"If I had feelings,I probablywouldn't
haveeven survived."
"And I thinkwe had made the first
annotmeement
aboutour first withdrawal
of twenty-five thousand.And this very
pretty girl, shewas I guesssixteen, seventeen, cameup and spit fullin my face
andsaid,'Youmurderer.'"

Nixon Nostalgia Page
.*******************************
Richard Nixon from an interview with Bob Greene, 1981.

A moment of silence for the 2 million Vietnamese, and 50
thousand Americans who were murdered in Vietnam.

September 26, 1980. The following is the concluding portion
of an interview with a one-time
member of the Telegraph Avenue
street scene in Berkeley who identified himself as Linc. Linc had
had a lot of experiences as a soldier in the Vietnam war and,
after spending 6 or 7 months on
the street after returning to the
U.S., was still living life on the
fringe of society when I met him
for an interview.

,

TWISTED IMAGE: My attitude is
that the war was an extreme example of the sickness that is here
anyway, even in so-called peace; time, which isn't really very
peaceful.
LINC: Well, I know a lot about
the Vietnam war, 'cause I was in
the Vietnam war. I'm a disabled
veteran. I received three purple
hearts. I was in from 1970 to '74.
United States Marine Corps, Third
Battalion. I was also in the army
for four and a half months; I had
an in-service transfer from the
marine corps to the army. I received the rank of a corporal.
TWISTED IMAGE. The way I see
it, you were declared a hero fighting for your country, and nowadays somebody will tell you you
can't use the john? (As a member
of society's fringe, Linc had experienced discrimination of this
sort in public places.)
LINC: Yeh. I received 3 purple
hearts. I received one purple heart
for receiving two wounds in my
right hand by being stabbed by a
bayonet from the Viet Cong. I
received a bullet wound to my
left knee, and had to have a plastic kneecap put in. And I received
multiple vertebrae breakages and
things in the spine where they also
had to put in plastic; there's two
plastic vertebrae in the lower
quadrant of my spine. I was in
one of the best platoons in the
whole marine corps and this is a
matter of public record; it can be

AVietnam
VeJ·speaks
Out

in fucking blood like I had taken a
bath in blood. And I had killed
over five hundred Viet Cong, man,
and I am in a lotta respects a hero
but maybe not in the respect I
hell did they die for, man? Noth- have a medal or anything other
in'. They died for an economic than three purple hearts. And
fuckin' war, and this war that's then I come back to the United
coming up between Iran and Iraq States, man, and I had problems
-this whole war is a staged fuck- re-adjusting like a lot of Vietnam
in' war, take it from an ex-Viet- 1veterans did; and I know a lot of
nam vet, who's been there and personal friends that were over in
back, baby. I've been through hell Vietnam, personal people that I
and I've been back from hell, and know, that have never gotten out
I'll tell you that this Iranian of veterans' hospitals and I don't
war, to anyone who hears this think they ever will. And it wasn't
fuckin' tape, has been staged. If because of anything they did or
you go to Iran, you're a fuckin' anything they didn't do-it was
because of the fact that America
asshole.
Take it from me. I speak with fuckin' fucked them over.
the voice of experience. I've seen TWISTED IMAGE: Is there anydeath, man. I was fn the Vietnam thing you'd like to sum it up with?
war, and ... I don't brag about it. LINC: Well, to just sum it up, man,
It's like Bob Dylan talked about I think that the only saving thing
this one guy-Hurricane Johnson for the whole fuckin' world-and
or Hurricane something-and he I'm saying it in cuss words 'cause
said he could punch with the that's the only thing that will
strength of a mule, and he could shock some people into fuckin'
punch and knock a man out with reality, y'know, is just sayin',
just one blow. He didn't brag "FUCK!", you know?-because
about it but he could do it, and the only thing that's gonna bring
when they asked him why, he this fuckin' world back together
said, ·'I don't do it for a why or a is if they start getting it together,
man, and start saying "We" and
reason. I do it for the pay." And I
"We gotta get it together as a
was paid to do that, that was my
whole"
and not just saying "Us
profession. I was a hired killer
street-people'.' or "us police" or
basically. And I killed over five
"us junkies" or "us businessmen"
hundred Viet Cong, and after that
or •·•uslawyers or doctors", "us"
I quit counting, man. After you
little groups. They gotta say, "We
kill over twenty people, you don't
as a whole nation." If they don't
want to count anymore. What I •
do it and they don't start getting
mean to say is, after you kill over
more
spiritual, spiritual in the sense
twenty people you become numb,
of what Jesus Christ said, the Golman. That's the problem with me,
maybe. And the problem with a den Rule: "Do unto others as you
hell of a lot of Vietnam vets is, would have others do unto you"they became numb from the if they don't start doing that,
experience. You know how much man, I don't see much hope for
happens when you become numb the United States at all. I don't
from killing? You kill so much, think the United States will last
and you have so much fucking over thirty years. This is a predicblood, man, I had to take showers, tion. I'm telling you that the
man, to· get blood off my whole United States, if it keeps going the
fucking body, that I was drenched way it is, will not last thirty years.

........................ by Bruce N.Duncan ************
checked into. I was in the Platol'ln Thirty-Seventeen, Third Bllttalion, United States Pacific Marine
Corps Forces in Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos. And I did a hell
of a lot for this country, man.
But, you know, my attitude is like
a lot of other Vietnam vets: What
the fuck did we fight for? We
came back to the United States
and we were fucking called "hired
assassins" and fuckin' murderers,
man. And we didn't ask to go over
there. Most of us didn't ask. We
were fuckin' drug over there.
And we were just poor fuckin'
kids, man, we were just kids 17,
18-years-old. We were drug over
there, man, we didn't ask to go
over there. And some of us made
it and some of us didn't, y'know,
and I'm just one of the lucky
ones that made it. And I was a
fuckin' hero, y'know, in a respect,
y'know. And, fuckin', I can't even
use the bathrooms in this country,
man. And that's how fucked up
America is, y'know. It's fucked
because America is so much into
money and so much into "me-meme", y'know.
TWISTED IMAGE: I dont't know
what to say. It's such a disgrace.
LINC: It is a fuckin' disgrace. I'm
just one example of fuckin' hundreds and thousands of guys who
came back here from Vietnam.
I'm just one example. And I had
to go out on the fuckin' streets,
man, y'know, for about seven
months; maybe that's all it was,
but still I had to go that low, man,
and I had been_that high. ( had
been a fuckin' war hero in a sense.
TWISTED IMAGE: What I don't
get is, even a lot of people who
supported the war and said, yes,
we should fight", although actually other people were fighting,

even they didn't treat the vets too
good when they came home.
LINC: No. when we came back,
we were treated as fuckin' heroin
junkies or fuckin' dope-heads,
man. And, fuckin', that wasn't
true, man. It just wasn't true. Not
everybody who went over to Vietnam even fuckin' smoked dope,
man. For one thing, I never
smoked dope, only for like the
last year that I was in Vietnam;
for like the first two tours I never
fuckin' smoked dope-even at all,

period. But the media and everybody made us out not just as
dope-smokers, not just smoking a
little bit of marijuana, ganja,
which I believe is a holy herb, I
believe it's a healing herb; you
know, they gave us the image that
we were fuckin' heroin junkiesand I mean HEROIN, smack junkies, needle freaks.
TWISTED IMAGE: It's the old
practice of stereotyping and saying everybody in a group is the
same.
LINC: Just this way. And it
wasn't true.·
TWISTED IMAGE: And they do
it with groups back home ...
LINC: And I lost two fuckin'
uncles in the Vietnam war, man.
One was in the Air Force, and one
was in the Army. And what the
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TELEGRAPH

AveN·UE

STREET PUICJ<..S
HARASSMENT IN SOCIETY
by Emma Clarkson
I live within this society,
Being who I wanna be.
The same harassment every day,
Just for dressing my own way.
I just can't handle the same old shit,
I wanna get out but I'm stuck with it.
The pigs stroll by when we drink our beer,
The same old lines that I don't wanna hear.
We go up to Telegraph and all hang out,
Other people see us, we hear them shout,
"Hey motherfucker what are you about."
and "Why you be dressing that crazy way."
I'll show them all, I'll make they pay.
The police harass _us,it makes them feel tough.
Big and manly and all that stuff.
They're the ones to be dragged in,
It's no deadly crime, it ain't no sin.
I'm proud to be what I am,
'cause I know I don't have a losing hand.

. /

" ... stirs up paradoxical
visions of Weegee's New
York and Brassai's Paris,
something between the
Weimar Republic and the
world of Warhol where
everyone's f~mous fo,~
15 minutes ...
-John Gittelsohn
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HIGHSCHOOLFUNNIES

MICHAEL E. LUDDY, a San
Mateo County deputy, was arrested in June for allegedly soliciting sex from an undercover policewoman posing as a prostitute.
Luddy's explanation for his behavior was that he really didn't
intend to have sex with the undercover cop. According to Luddy,
he and several other "law enforcement types" had been drinking
and merely decided to "harass the
whores." Attaboy, Michael.

* * .*'*

by Bruce N Duncan

HANK & HANNAH

IDIOTS
INTHE
NEWS

I don;t mean to imply that
squeaky-clean PAT BOONE is into
S&M. But daughter Debby Boone
revealed an interesting side to her
Big Daddy in her autobiography,
"Debby Boone; So Far." Among
other things Pat Boone would
regularly give Debby and her three
teenaged sisters a stinging spanking on their bare bottoms, just for
looking at him in the wrong way!
"He meant for us to remember
them," writes Debby. "And he
used a slipper, belt or anything
else that stung. ,Often with tears
fresh in our eyes, myself and my
sisters would go to my room to
compare. Bending over, we'd back
up to the mirror to see whose
backsides had the reddest marks."
Bad girls must be disciplined.

by John McCormick

by John Crawford

* * * *

When the Detroit Tigers started off the baseball season in first
place, LARRY HERNDON and
two of his Tiger teammates went
into the recording studio to cut a
disco version of "Nothin' Can
Stop Us Now." However, immediatedly after recording the
song, the Tigers started a I 0
game losing streak, and sunk to
last place. As of: this writing
there's no plans to release the
single.

,

· by Ac.e Backwords
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IDIOTS
INTHE
NEWS

ltEAL.
Shades of 1984. Twenty pages
were mysteriously deleted from
the government's official report
on the use of Agent Orange in
Vietnam. As you may know,
Agent Orange was a neat herbicide used by the Air Force to poison people. Anyway, the government felt that disclosure of the
deleated pages could "lead to confusion of the public" and violate
the integrity of the decision-making process whereby senior Air
Force officials determined the
content of the official history." It
sure is nice of the government to
protect us from the confusing
truth.

by M.H·ill

REAL FAKE ADVENTURES

!
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ANGIE THE ANGEL

by Ace BackwonJs

*·*·* *
Former Secretary of State,
ALEXANDER ("Skull Face")
HAIG, one of the founding fathers
of the punk rock movement, recently explained the personal
style that has got him through
Vietnam, Watergate, and now El
Salvador, "I haven't changed my
style in 20 years," says Big Al.
"And that style is to get mad
when things go wrong."Definition
of the word 'mad' is open to
interpretation.
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* ·*· * ·*
JACK GREGORIO, the president of the anti-smut group "Taxpaying Parents Against Kiddie
Smut," was recently arrested and
charged with sexual battery of a
17-years-old boy and lewd and lascivious behavior involving an 9year-old girl. Only a few weeks before his arrest Gregorio had been
photographed at an anti-smut demonstration carrying a sign that
said "Save Our Kids From Smut!"
And Gregorio had been quoted as
saying that "sex books are filth
that should be burned along with
their authors!" Too bad Gregorio
wasn't facing up to what was
burning in him.
i(

by_Marcus Klee
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The presence of street-people
calls into question the fitness of
the social order that many people
(even if often only secretly) wish
to resist. If our society is supposedly such a suitable set-up.
how come some of its members fit
in so poorly? And why that
rankling deep within you and me?

Those in our society called
"street-people" represent a departure from society's prescribed propriety and roles. Often they are
not regarded as being among "the
real people" -yet they prove to be
just as much actual individuals as
other human beings.

Berkeley
StreetPeople
as Individuals

SERGE BOUTOURLINE, JR.
Used to be frequently seen making complicated disjointed utterances loudly in public, as though
declaiming; now seldom seen doing so. Has an appearance that
suggests an eccentric, poverty.stricken philosopher. Once worked
professionally in communicationstechnology projects; still very interested in communications technology. Seems to care about little
except certain ideas and information in his head.

NARAYANA. 0utwardly noncommittal easy-going, even meek:
inwardly-who knows? A child of
the street from way back; looks
like a waif. Likes to write stories
and her trains of thought; has
done drawings expressing a
strange, raw antagonism. One of
the seemingly more helpless
members of the Telegraph street
scene.

"THE POLKA-DOT MAN".
Out on the street a lot displaying
himself. Dresses·in a polka-dotted
clown-like costume but doesn't
put on an act, just exhibits him
self bizarrely. Often silent. Some
women are seen to feel affectionate toward him.

"GYPSY" CATANO. One of
Berkeley's "bad boys"; has a desperado air about him. A longtime survivor on the street; has a
double sense of proud defiance
through both being a street-person
who hangs on and coming from
the alienated ethnic minority
called Gypsies. Can be congenial
and gracious on occasion; can go
loco on drink.

Hello everybody, Richard Nixon here. Norbert Ugly has just informed me
that the latest
issue of Sick~
is now available
to the general public.
To
obtain your own personal copy, please send a cheque or money order for 24 cents
plus 20 cents

postage

to:

~ ~

Sick Teen Global HQ._ ll/
708 st. Joseph st
Green Bay• WI 54301
0 _._
'!!his is both an economical and exciting
way for you to learn first
hand
why the comparatively
youthful Norbie has so quickly become the most feared, yet
respected
and loved man on the punk scene today.
but to us they are living
Now Norbie likes to call them "interviews",
testimony to greatness.
This month features
conversations
with:
John Lydon, "Until I met you Norbie, I didn't
give a shit. You've taught
me to care again."
Johnny 'l!hunders, "Before our meeting I was little
more than " drug&ed ou11
drunken bum. Nov I can live and be free! 11
Crass~ "The working class stands in solidarity
with the vision o• Sick
Teen. ■arely has proletarian
virtue been so humorously presented!"
Clash, "Please Norbie, help us win bavk our lost credibility.
You name
it, we'll get it for you! Coke, a Nissan Stanza, Go-Go girls fron the Great Lake
Cate, ~nything! Just help us!"

JULIA VINOGRAD.An established poet in Berkeley, and
known many places elsewhere.
Identifies with the Telegraph Avenue street scene; writes much
about street-people in her poetry.
An ironic slant to her speech and
writing is characteristic. Seems
very much in the scene without
being much a part of the world.

VINCENT JOHNSON. Sleeps
in his car, has no room or apartment. Has studied electronics to
prepare for a career; one of the
few members of the down-under
scene who has worked hard in
People's Park, in April, 1981, ran
for a seat in the Berkeley city
council to represent street-people.
In disposition and behavior, mild,
diffident, kindly, sincere, reasonable, clear-spoken.Once had a vision of Berkeley as a town where
the poorest could have dignity
and assured rights; disillusioned
now.

SPARKY. A real survivor on
the street from some years back.
One of the full-fledged Berkeley
street-people and members of the
Telegraph Avenue and. People's
Park scenes. A down-to-earth yet
also imaginative person of serious,
amicable manner; has a certain integrity. Human brotherhood is an
important value of his. Creative
productions by Sparky include
paintings, drawings designs, and
cartoons dealing with basics of life
and death in a combination of
styles that is both modem •and
primitive. An original artist whose
work keeps improving.

CLIFFORD MASON. A streetdweller of vitality and zany, dogeared style; a noteworthy survivor.
Distinctive artistic talent; has
drawn remarkable "other-worldly"
compositions, and drew a picturestory book that views life more
like a dream than the adventure
story it's meant to be.

'!!his issue alao features stunning llack and
white photos or many of the beaptitul
teenage women who
travel thousands of miles to "be" with this central movement figure.
Please be assured,
these photos are not ot
the trashy cheap perverted
class one finds in those
certain
shoppes without windows, but artful
and tastetul
representations
chosen by Norbie himself to put into the
best possible
light some of his closest
and dearest
An indication
of this trust and respect is the
frien4s.
fact that many of these girls,
some posing for the very
first
time in their lives,
consented to do so wearing distinctive
Turnip Head Masks and Fighting Headgear!
Let me be rrank, if you do not obtain this latest
issue of Sick Teen, your life will lose ell its ~eaning.
You will drift
helplessly
in a virtual
psychological
junglelsnd
of hell. You will proceed from an abject depression to" profound despair,
finally
slipping
into a
hallucinatory
psychosis where you will rapidly sicken and
die.
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AnOpenLetterFromPeteMoss
COME
• Being broke as fuck my drugdoing has been seriously impaired.
All my drug dealer are a remarkably hard-hearted lot when it
comes to credit. I can't believe it,
you deal with a guy for years, buy
from him at all hours of the day
and night, spend maybe a thou' a
year on his product, . but when
your cash dries up, BAM, you're
out of drugs.
So in other words, money is
right on with me. I'm not into this
idealistic crap, or any . of this
goody-two shoes, hippy-type low
income lifestyle. I want a fuckin'
car, no make that a Harley, a nice
big hog, and a house in the mission where all my friends can drop
in and drink beer and get fucked
up, and the police will come to
the door at 3 and people will be
splitting out the windows and
through the backyard into Alabama St., you know where I'm
coming from.
So anyway, I really like the
title of this thing. TWISTED
IMAGE. Sort of like a play on
that pompous Public Image Ltd.
that that jackass Johnny Rotten is
doing now. But I think it sounds
commercial. I'm really fed up
with these stupid ass art magazines that are popping up, like
ARTBEAT,
and
CITYARTS

MONTHLY. What a bunch of
fuck-ups. The only thing worse
than a self-absorbed artist is somebody who writes about self-absorbed artists. Also, none of them
would publish something like
TRUE DETAILS.
Actually I'm totally disgusted
with writing. Drugs are becoming
dull, or perhaps it's my ability to
get high on them. Anyway, I have
developed a rather distressing
appetite for meth mainlined into
my greedy veins. School is alright
'cause there is a tali black chick
with one white shoe who I never
miss a class for. She is as square as
anybody I ever met. Works in the
stock and bond department of
PG&E for crying out loud. Otherwise I'm writing a book about a
slut and a retarded art thief who
only steals paintings by Ed Hop-

per. I guess I told you about it,
it's about this mongoloid who has
an obsession about stealing Ed
Hopper paintings. Somehow the
mongoloid's girlfriend and Mom
and Dad and best friend get into
it, too. I slapped the whole thing
together. Spelling and punctuation is all shit and a lot of the
sentences are pretty harum-scarum, but it's a book with characters and a discernable plot.
Which reminds me that we've
got to set about clearing away the
dead wood writers, or whatever
they call themselves, who are taking up way too much space in the
ATLANTIC and THE NEW
YORKER with their boring drivel
about provincial Canadians. Of
course I despise THE NEW
YORKER, but I hear they pay
like a couple of grand per story.
I probably won't finish college. College is fucked. I think to
be a successful student one has to
cultivate a virtually psychotic ability to ignore reality. Aside from
the fact that almost everybody I
met at San Fancisco State was
some kind of wimpy theoritician
or philoscipher. Makes me want to
put on some good steel-toe boots
and a blue-collar shirt and go kick
some ass.
Fuck Authority!
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Hi there, kids. I'm Wild Billy ably undercover ·for the Russians.
Wolf or Wild Man Wolf or ... ?
One day, for example, I was sitYou might have met me in the
ting in Peoples Park in full lotus,
Tenderloin, or Telegraph Ave. or
eyes shut, concentrating on the
some other gutter somewhere·. breath and the interior light, when
Perhaps you bought or sold some . the cop wa_iksup and says1 "How
illicit substances? Heh ... heh. . . • you doing dingaling." When I just·
The modern city streets are my
continue meditating he starts in
hunting grounds. While some ' with, "You stupid hunk of shit
might whine, moan or complain, I you ain't worth a etc." ... I just
howl, scream, bare fangs and brag. ignored the ignorance.
My hair is as long as it wants to
*
*
*
be, but my head is more like a
ANIMAL
NATURE
in
this
"ci"punk." I can't stand groups but
vilized" jungle is very various. You
am not adverse to packs. I don't
got your basic PIGS who want to
believe in nothin' I don't see, and
own, dominate and eat up everyI see a lot. I am alienated from
thing
in sight until they get sick
your sad, solemn streets of hate. I
love my nature and can't stand
jesus, society and rules. Pleased
you have met me, I think.

*

*

and spill their poison into the gutter. Then there are the VULTURES who get a big kick out of
terrorizing the weak, sick, and just
basically messed up. Then there
are the SHEEP. They are the vast
herds that are led on weekdays to
institutions of the great Work. On
weekends they come out and act
free, until the VULTURES begin
circling and their Great God $$$$
lures them back to another week
of servility to the HEAD SHEEP
and HERDING DOGS. Then you
got all the addicted cretins like
me, the WOLF, who is strung out
on the most addictive of all drugs
... FREEDOM!
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BACK TO (ugh!) REALITY
DEPT.: I fought the law: still
don't know what happened to
John Holmes . . . didn't even see
his latest flick called (natch)
, "eXhausted" ... butt (and this is
l a big one) my friend JAMES
BOURKE should be out by the
time this is being read. He was
busted by two local cops who, for
legal reasons, will remain nameless. Once when I was hanging out
with Jimmy they made us move
from in front of the closed Bank
of Amerika. shoved us down the
. stri;et with.-~thin9
_like "you guys are still livmg in
the sixties" and other things like
"fuck" and "shit" like that ...
these guys are enemies of freedom
if I ever saw any ... they are prob-

MAU.. o~PERS
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HOT AIR - Some observations
and opinions by Silver Cloud
Interesting. Wavy Gravy (who
used to be a New York businessman named Hugh Romney) and
what was left of the Merry Pranksters attended a rally at People's
Park on May 15, 1982. Wavy wore
clown drag and entertained the
frisbee throwers with Reagan one.liners and news about upcoming
No Nukes rallies. The music was
slowish country rock and there
was nary a punk in sight. It was
leftover middle-aged hip couples
with a few stray tourists. The
skinheads hang out in the next
block and the rumor is they like
to kick hippy ass as much as macho
straights like to trash gays. Dig it,
some of these oldtime peace and
love folks have kids who shave
their heads, mutilate their bodies,
and slam-dance. The mellow old
Grateful Dead are not for these
kids. They dig The Clash and
AC/DC and the Dead Kennedys
and The Mutants. Some of them
. slid into punk via hundreds of visits •to the midnight showings of
THE ROCKY HORRORPICTURE
SHOWat the U-C on University.
It's only a bump and a grind from
the Time Warp to the slam. Call
this the new Generation Gap
Blues.
The Nobody for President bus
was there at the park. Old museum •
piece. This next election, we ought
to run Everybody for President.
If Everybody won, then nobody
would complain. And if Nobody.
complained,
then
Everybody
would be happy, because it makes

1

hang around the store all night
are trashing the neighborhood. It's
always a giggle if you're a tourist,
but if you live in a place, well,
you think about it.

Everybody happy when Nobody
complains. If this mixes you up,
don't blame me, blame Wavy Gravy
and the Yippies. But it's unlikely,
that Somebody or Everybody will
run this term. I mean, they've got
all these old NOBODY FOR
PRESIDENT buttons and bumperstrips and t-shirts left to
sell....
The Bay Area has the rep of
having more freaks, weirdos, drag
queens, and hard-core criminals
than any other part of the United
States, but, hey, folks, guess where
they all came from? If you guessed
Texas, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Minnesota, you're getting close.
California is the magnet, which
makes it a great place to observe
the extremes of human existence.
We're not the only area where the
mental hospitals have been emptied onto the streets, but the men-

tals seem more visual along Market
and Telegraph. You think they're·
crazy? YOU'RE the one going to
work.
Out here we have street music.
Well, there are two sides to street
music. If you're a tourist passing
along the street, it may tickle
your fancy to hear some imitation 60's folk or mid-sixties rock.
You stand around and listen for a
few minutes, grin at some memories of the old Haight Street, then
walk on. But what if you lived in
a room a couple of stories above
the street and you had to listen to
those shaky Southwestern twangs
all day long? Could you grin and
move on? Nope. You'd be more
inclined to unload a bucket of
slops on the noise polluters. Some
folks in San Francisco are petitioning to close:;a 7-11 store because because the people who

There are a lot of Berkeleys.
TI)e people you hear called berzerk are tame as hell compared to
the frat boys. Drive up around
Haste and College some weekend
evening. Check out all the broken
glass. Talk to the harassed women.
Next time you worry about some
street freak feebly whispering
"spare change" at you as you
pass, remember how clean cut Ted
Bundy was. Or Mark Chapman.
The real psychos are and have always been religious straights who
justify their slaughter in the name
of some God or demon. So there
is Berkeley and Berkeley. There
are the old people who live in the
buildings along Shattu.ck Avenue
and worry about the menacing
black teenagers with their big
radios who dominate the Plaza
near the BART station on Center.
There are the students, the bulk
of the population during the academic year, some 30,000 of them.
There are the junkies who feed
their veins with t-v's and cassette
recorders ripped off from the students (majority of burglaries occur in the South campus area).
There are the straights who work
in the buildings downtown, the
ones who handle the goods and
the money, the 9-Sers who still
believe in what they hear on the
tube and read in the establishment papers. There are the Chi-

nes.e who still maintain a low pro~
file while being among the major
moneymakers (Dozens of restaurants and laundromatts all over
town). And there are the Catholics who own nearly all the land
around the University, the city's
biggest landlord, safe and invisible.
So when you talk about Berkeley,
make sure you explain which
Berkeley. Always funny to hear
people from out of town talk
about Berkeley after being in the
flea market along Telegraph for
half an hour. There are thousands of people living in Berkeley
who haven't been on Telegraph
since they left college. They shop
in Walnut Square or Albany and
avoid the student ghetto and the
downtown area.
Same can be sa1d for San Francisco. Outsiders think the city is
run by gays, because the gays get
all the attention. After all, how
many people would turn out for a
yearly Straight I'arade? A few
thousand show up for the Columbus Day and Veteran's Day parades, but hundreds of thousands
turn out in June when the gays
put on their show of strength. San
Francisco is a lot of different
towns. North Beach. Sunset. The
Beach. Irving Street. Clement
Street. Noe Valley. Polk Gulch.
Castro Valley. What you think depends upon where you are at the
time. Go to the Summer Street
fairs. Learn about the various
neighborhoods. Don't stereotype
the Bay Area.
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BayGodawfull

Lampoon Crucifix

Are You

Wins STANLEY Auuard

Abnormal?

Some of the Bay Godawful's
prime achievements include pompous political soapboxing, a paper
that's 70% ads, and "The White
Rabbit" comic strip, possibly the
worst cartoon of all time.
The Bay Godawful is a prime
example of an "alternate" paper
gone bad. It's a clear warning of
what NOT to do. Indeed, the
Bay Godawful is the one fr~e
paper where you feel like demanding a refund.

The San Francisco Bay Godawful was unanimously selected as
the first winner of the STANLEY
AWARD"for media mediocrity."
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A retouched photo of a sculpture done by Bruce N. Duncan in
1962 with nails driven into
Christ's hands, feet, and balls.
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Confront the Dark Side
of Your Personality.
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AGENT ORANGE "LIVINGIN DARKNESS"T-SHIRTS
only

PLEASESEND ME _________
AGENT ORANGE"LIVING IN DARKNESS" T-SHIRT(S)
NUMBER

$8.50 EACH (ADD $1.50 FOR POSTAGEAND HANDLING)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

SIZE □

S

OM
ZIP ____

STATE

_

Sendonlersto:

-$1.so

B DUNCAN
2501 HASTEST RM
BERKELEY,CA

□ L

SEND YOURNAME,ADDRESS AND CHECKOR MONEYORDER
TO:AGENT ORANGEENTERPRISES
2600 MIDDLESEXPL.
FULLERTON,CA 92635
-~

GENT
STREET
TYPE·
AND
DESIGN
$15 / HR.

WORK

Near U.C.

ALLOW 3 WEEKSFOR DELIVERY
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Campus

548-8459

"A NEWSLETTER
OF
COMEDY
ANDCREATiViTY"
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418 East Third Avenue,
Roselle, NewJcrset 07203

NEOTERICMUSIC IS DISTRIBUTED
BY JEM,NMOS,GIUENWORLO,SYSTEMATIC,
SOUNDS GOOD, SQUAREDEAL.WAYSIDE,
EUROCK,CONSTANTCAUSE,LOTUS(EUROPE),
WA.Vf.(EUROPE).
STACKORIENTATtON
(JAPAN)AND OTHERS.

I
I

Transforming society
through our art.

.-,,,
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NEOTERIC MUSIC
'THE FLOP/WON'T LET ME GO'-"This new single is
the antithesis of 'The Pillor{ album since Jasun pulls
out all the stops and moves full steam ahead into the
rock genera_ It may ruffle a few feathers or open some
eyes. either way this ,s powerful, danceable, eclectic
rock at its best!:·

'THE PILLORY'- "Not only does Jasun compose, score.
conduct. and play synthesizers, mellotrons, grand
piano, organ, saxophones, flute, recorder. wind hoses,
gongs. zil, percussion, vocals and electronics, but he
also has some 40 other musicians helping out on this.
The result sounds something like a soundtrack to a
Roman movie. with endless armies marching across
the plains. Best Cuts: All of It!" -BILLBOARD

BOX 41436, LOS ANGELES,CA 90041

RED FLAG
THEATER

2695 Sacramento Street
S.n Francisco, Cllllfomla 9411!
(415) 931""365
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FOR RATES CALL

.

(415) 775-6125

P.O. llox 140.l06, Dllllas,TX 75214

CA

~'4707

ATTENTION
ADVEKI'ISERS!
-rUE SMART

3961 2'1 rHs-t.

BUSINESSMAN
. AbVERTISES IN
•TWIST~D IMA&E!

S.~G,/.9/1/14
4/§/647-22.72
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Rl:CORD~, IMPORTC,,
Call

s~il\~Al~:~h

(415)845-6~70,

Ttll! HI~
MON~SATIO•Cf SUN12·6

AD RATES
FULL SIZE 10x16 ......
$80
HALF PAGE. 8x10 ..... $45
QUARTER PAG~ 5x8 .... S25
BACK COVER 10x16 ... $125

WE 8UY lr'OUROLD RECORDS
..

• WITH

THEMAGAZINE UDE
THEBADATflT
CREATEDBY AND FOROFFICEWORKERS

PA□CESSE[]
W□AL[]
('
•

A lotally underground publicalion, Processed World
accepts no advertisements and is supported entirely by
readers' donations. Produced by a fluctuating group of
dissidents and malcontents, most of whom are working
in SF's Financial District as "information handlers,"
the magazine has been established to facilitate contact
between dissatisfied, rebellious office workers, and to
provide an outlet for critical reflections on the modern
world.
SUBSCRIPTIONS (For 4 issues)
Steady Income
Low Income
Libraries/ Institutions & Overseas Residents
Sustainers
Corporations & Governmenlal Agencies

'.a1
\
..........

$15
S25
$150

Name:
Address:
Occupation, Vocation, or Avocation:
□ Notify me of
□ I want to distribute
upcoming Processed
Processed World. in
World events.
my area or office.

r---.-:J

,.,.,.'"
,,~""""

Ara yauda•ngthepracess•ng?
ar are yaube•ngprocessed?Processed
·•·

But Have You Read PA□ CESSEO

$10

S 5

WDAlO?

World
Send me (
66 Sutter St. 1829
San Francisco, CA 94104

) copies.
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The lntage Behind
DAVID
BOWIE:

the lntage

DAVID
BOWIE

ln recent interviews Bowie has
taken all this one step further by
announcing that he was finish~d
with acting out characters. Fearful
of his sanity, Bowie now says that
he is struggling to find the real self
that is supposedly buried beneath
the layers of fabricated characters.
And Bowie-watchers have shouted
a collective "Aha! At last we'll get
to see the real David Bowie!"
Which must give Bowie a private
chuckle because he's actually executing his most masterful illusion
to date: now he's playing the role
of no longer playing a role!

DAVID
BOWIE
When I first heard of David
Bowie back in '74 I wouldn't have
anything to do with "the little
fag." A year later when a friend
had an extra ticket for the "Diamond Dogs" tour I tagged along,
but only to see the "spaced-out
freak show." And when the song
"Fame" became a hit single and
Bowie became one of the first
whites to be invited on "Soul
Train" I couldn't be bothered
with that "disco shit."
But by the time the album
"Low"
came out, featuring
Bowie's collaboration with avante
garde electronics whiz Brian Eno,
it began to dawn on me that something unusual was going on here.
Having neatly side-stepped every
definition I had thrust upon him,
the essential question remained:
Who the hell was this guy?
Most performers, perhaps most
people, develop one easily recogni_zableimage. This is how I look.

This is what J;believe. This is what
I am. David Bowie, however, has
created a series of vivid and bizarre self-images: the cosmic minstrel (Space Oddity), the bi-sexual
glitter queen (Ziggy Stardust), the
disco-soul singer (Young American), the Hollywood movie star
(The Man Who Fell to Earth), and
the artsy-fartsy •Broadway stage
actor (Elephant Man), to name
but a few of his guises.

All this has caused considerable
confusion amongst his fans about
who exactly the "real" David
Bowie is. After all, if Bowie's life
is a series of role playings, just
who is it that is playing the role?
Like a cosmic strip-tease artist
Bowie has titilated his audiences'
curiosity by stripping away layer
after layer of himself to reveal
underneath yet further layers of
illusion. Any attempt to peek behind David Bowie's veil only reveals further veils: a character
playing a character playing a character, all reflected in a funhouse
of mirror images.
It became obvious that it's impossible to pin down the "real"
David Bowie. How. can one hope
to pin ct~n a person whose character ranges from a macho James
Dean to a drag queen Katherine •
Hepburn; from a deranged Lou
Reed to a show-biz Frank Sinatra.
By refusing to be slotted into
one specific role, Bowie has chal-lenged the limited way in which
we usually perceive our human
selves; challenging us to think in
terms that would encompass his
expanded vision of human life.
Who else but Bowie could get
away with singing duets with
everyone from John Lennon to
Iggy Pop to Bing Crosby?
Bowie's experiments with his
image goes against the grain of the
traditional American mentality.
America has always been obsessed
with a rigid definition of what a
"real man" is. For example, you'd
never see "real men" like John
Wayne or Ronald Reagan prancing
around on stage with green hair,
lipstick, and a sequined cod-piece.

However, it's becoming more
obvious that "real men" like
Ronald Reagan are full of shit.
The upheaval of the 60's was an
attempt to get rid of this limited
definition of manhood, and Bowie
is a peculiarly post-60's man.
In a sense, Bowie is a celebration of the wide range of
human possibilities. You can
change! This realization can be
particularly inspiring for those
stuck in self-destructive ruts. You
may not be able to become the
person you want to be, but at
least you don't have to stay stuck
as the person you are.

DAVIDBOWIEAND THE
SECRET LIFE OF ARABIA
One's self-image is largely
based on the role one is playing;
whether "hippy", "executive",
"pun}('\ or whatever. But, ijS
Bowie demonstrates, one's social
role is only a small part of who
one really is. Beneath our everchanging personas there lies a
deeper self; "the secret life of
Arabia," as Bowie obliquely puts
it, "ever-constant, ever-green"

And what would Mr. Bowie
himself say about all this talk of
"real self' and "illusion"? Consider the lyrics to the archetypal
David Bowie song, Changes:
So I turned myself to face me,
But I never caught a glimpse.
Oh how the others must see
the Faker,
I'm much too fast to take that
test.
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WHAT SORT OF MAN READS

TWISTED

IMAGE?

The kind of men w1th taste and class!!
The k1nd of man who can
apprec1ate
creativtty
and freedo11 of express1on!!
The kind of man
who can sustain
an erection
for abnormal periods
of time!_!__
______
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